In this paper, we propose an algorithm to construct coherent states for an exactly solvable position dependent mass Schrödinger equation. We use point canonical transformation method and obtain ground state eigenfunction of the position dependent mass Schrödinger equation. We fix the ladder operators in the deformed form and obtain explicit expression of the deformed superpotential in terms of mass distribution and its derivative. We also prove that these deformed operators lead to minimum uncertainty relations. Further, we illustrate our algorithm with two examples in which the coherent states given for the second example is new.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a very recent paper Molski had presented a general scheme to construct minimum uncertainty coherent states for certain nonlinear oscillators 1 . Coherent states 2,3 are generally constructed by (i) using the displacement operator technique or defining them as (ii) minimum uncertainty states or (iii) annihilation operator eigenstates. Even when such operators do not exist, different approaches [4] [5] [6] [7] have been utilized to construct coherent states corresponding to different quantum mechanical potentials [8] [9] [10] . The scheme adopted by Molski is different from others in the sense that it adopts only a part of the basic concepts of the supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SUSYQM). In this work we extend Molski's scheme to the position dependent mass Schrödinger equation (PDMSE) endowed with an effective potential and construct minimum uncertainty coherent states for the PDMSE.
The motivation to do this analysis comes from two reasons. The primary reason comes from the developments in the study of position dependent effective mass Schrödinger equation and the secondary reason arises from the renewed interest in the study of coherent states and its dynamics in nonlinear oscillators in recent times. The contemporary studies have shown that in a wide variety of physical problems an effective mass depending on the position is of utmost relevance. To name a few problems, we cite (i) effective interactions in 21 and Green's approach 22 have been studied widely. We also note that in the above the quasi-exactly solvability, supersymmetric formulation and Lie-algebraic approach are intimately related via nonlinear supersymmetry (see for example Ref. 23 and references therein).
To construct the coherent states of the PDMSE one needs to know the ground state wavefunction of it. To obtain eigenfunction and energy values of the PDMSE we use point canonical transformation method being followed in the literature. In the second step one has to build suitable ladder operators. Since Molski adopted a part of basic concepts from the of the form, π = f (x)p f (x), where the function f depends on the coordinates, are more suitable to construct coherent states since such deformed operators lead to nonzero minimal uncertainties in the position and momenta. Based upon this observation we fixed the intertwining operatorÂ of the formÂ = a(x) d dx a(x) + φ(x), with unknown functions a(x) and φ(x). Once a suitable form ofÂ has been chosen the rest of the work confined to find the explicit form of the functions a(x) and φ(x). We then follow the work of Suzko and
Schulze-Halberg 24 and determine the functions a(x) and φ(x) explicitly, which comes out in terms of mass distribution m(x) and its derivatives. From the known expressions of a(x) and φ(x) we build the operatorsÂ,Â † and the deformed momentum. We prove that the coherent states minimize the generalized position-momentum uncertainty relation. In this way we overcome the technical difficulties and develop a general scheme to construct the minimum uncertainty coherent states for an exactly solvable PDMSE.
We illustrate our scheme with two examples, namely (i) linear harmonic oscillator and
(ii) a new exactly solvable nonlinear oscillator which was introduced by Cariñena et al 26 . We construct coherent states for the PDMSE associated with these two oscillators by considering two different kinds of mass distributions which are often being used in semiconductor physics.
The energy values and eigenfunctions associated with the PDMSE associated with the harmonic oscillator is already known. In a recent paper, Biswas and Roy 27 , have constructed coherent states exclusively for the effective mass harmonic oscillator through displacement operator method. Regarding the second example is concerned the solvability of PDMSE is discussed only very recently by one of the present authors 28 . However, the coherent state for this PDMSE is being discussed for the first time in this paper. Thus in a sense the methodology as well as the results given for an example are new to the literature. For the sake of comparison we also construct coherent states for the position dependent mass problem using Perelomov's definition 7 . We find that the results obtained through these two different approaches agree with each other.
We organize our paper as follows. In the following section, we briefly describe the method of solving the PDMSE through point canonical transformation method. In Sec.
III, through intertwining method we construct suitable creation and annihilation operators for the PDMSE. In Sec. IV, we prove that the states minimize the generalized positionmomentum uncertainty relation. In Sec. V, we construct coherent states for two exactly solvable potentials associated with a PDMSE. In Sec VI, we briefly discuss Perelomov's approach and construct coherent states for the position dependent mass problem. Finally, we present our conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. PDMSE AND THE METHD OF SOLVING IT
In this section, we recall briefly the point canonical transformation approach to solve the PDMSE 29, 30 . In the case of the symmetric ordering of the momentum and mass the one dimensional Schrödinger equation with position dependent mass is given by
Eq. (1) can be rewritten explicitly in the form
One way of solving Eq. (2) is to relate the latter with the one dimensional time independent
Schrödinger equation with a constant mass,
where we have taken = 1 and the mass m = 1. This can be done by introducing a transformation y → x through a mapping function y = f (x) and
in the constant mass Schrödinger equation so that the latter becomes
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to x. 
Here,Ṽ is known as effective potential. If we know the bound state energy spectrum and the eigenfunctions of the reference potential, E n and ψ n (y) respectively, we can now construct the energy spectrum and eigenfunctions,Ẽ n andψ n (x) respectively, of the target potential
For a given mass distribution, m(x), one can get eigenvalues and eigenfunctions without solving the PDMSE (2) by using the relations (6) and (7). The exactly solvable PDMSE is of the form
In order to construct the coherent states for the potentialṼ , we need to find the ground state solution |0 of Eq. (8) which is an eigenstate of the operatorÂ. IfÂ annihilates the ground stateÂ|0 = 0, then the coherent states |α are the eigenstates of the annihilation operatorÂ and the following relations are fulfilled 1 :
The last relation in (9) differs from the constant mass case. The ground state wave function |0 appearing in (9) can be obtained by using the procedure given above. Once we know the ground state solution then it can be utilized to construct the coherent states of the PDMSE.
III. INTERTWINNING TECHNIQUE
Let us consider the effective mass Schrödinger equation and its associated Hamiltonian
where the energyẼ (1) is a real constant, m(x) stands for position dependent mass,Ṽ 1 denotes the potential andψ (1) is the wavefunction. Let us try to relate the problem (10) to a problem of the same form but for a different potential, that is
In general, we haveṼ 2 =Ṽ 1 andψ (2) =ψ (1) . Now we connect the problems (10) and (11) by means of the intertwining method. To do this we look for an operatorÂ that satisfies the following intertwining relation,Â
The operatorÂ is called intertwining operator for the Hamiltonians H (1) and H (2) . If this intertwining relation is fulfilled then the solutionsψ (1) andψ (2) are related viã
We seek the operator,Â, of the form
where a and φ are to be determined such thatÂ fulfills (12) . We note that the form of the intertwiner (14) is different from the one considered by Suzko and Schulze-Halberg 24 .
To determine a and φ we substitute the explicit form of the Hamiltonians (10) and (11) into the interwining relation (12) and allows it to operate on a function ψ(x), that is
Equating the coefficients of different derivatives of
, to zero, we get the following relations (after simplification)
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to x.
Integrating Eq. (16), we obtain
where C is an integration constant. However, without loss of generality, one can set this integration constant to one as this constant can be absorbed into the normalization constant of the wavefunction. Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (17) and simplifying the resultant equation we arrive atṼ
With the definition of Eq. (20), Eq. (18) reads
To integrate this equation let us introduce a transformation from φ to a new function K(x) of the form φ = Ka 2 − aa ′ . Substituting the expressions a and φ into (21) and simplifying the resultant equation we arrive at
Eq. (22) can be rewritten as a perfect derivative of the form
where we have definedṼ 1 = v 2m . Upon integrating Eq. (23), one gets Riccati equation of the form 1 2m
where λ is an integration constant.
This Riccati equation can be linearised through the transformation
where u = u(x). In the new variable, u, Eq. (24) reads
Eq. (26) is nothing but the initial Eq. (10) atẼ = λ. Once we know the solution u = u(x)
from (26) then we can fix φ be of the form
To construct K and consequently φ, we consider ground state solution. With the definition of a and φ (vide Eqs. (19) and (27) respectively) the operatorÂ can be written explicitly in the formÂ
Correspondingly the creation operator can be written aŝ
where −im
is nothing but the deformed momentum (Π). We note here that φ is called deformed superpotential 25 . For more details about the deformed operators and their algebra one may refer the very recent paper of Quesne 31 and references therein.
Now we prove that the creation and annihilation operators given above reproduces the PDMSE in the factorized form. Using Eqs. (28) and (29), one can get
Substituting Eq. (27) and its derivative in Eq. (30) the latter simplifies tô
With the help of (24), Eq. (31) can be further simplified tô
If λ = 0 then the annihilation and creation operators given in Eqs. (28) and (29) 
Hence, the solution satisfying Eq. (9) is the coherent states for the PDMSE corresponding to the Hamiltonian H.
The operatorÂ cannot be used to generate solutions of (11) at energy λ, sinceÂu = 0. It is known that the second order ordinary differential equation (26) 
whereũ is the second independent solution. One can check that the action ofÂ on the functionũ gives us a solution η of the transformed Eq. (11) at energy λ, that is
Finally, we express the operatorsÂ andÂ † , (28) and (29) respectively, in terms of the function η which are solutions of (11) at the value λ. To do this we rewrite K in terms of η by using the relation
Hence, the deformed superpotentialφ and the operators are written as
Hence, if we know the solution of the Eq. (11) at an energy λ, we can find out the deformed superpotential, annihilation and creation operators.
IV. MINIMUM UNCERTAINTY
In the following we prove that the states |α minimize the deformed position -momentum uncertainty relation
where,
To prove this relation, (39), let us calculate the uncertainties in the deformed momentum and superpotential, that is
To evaluate the above expressions it is more convenient to express the deformed momentum and deformed superpotential in terms of operatorsÂ andÂ † (vide Eqs. (28) and (29)), that
The commutation relation between the two abstract operators can be evaluated to give
With the help of (43) we find
Substituting the expressions given in (44) in (41) one finds that
Hence, these coherent states minimize the uncertainity relation as
The results obtained above prove that the states |α minimize the deformed positionmomentum uncertainty relation.
V. EXAMPLES
Even though the algorithm given above is applicable for any exactly solvable potential, for the sake of illustration, in the following, we consider only two examples, namely (i) linear harmonic oscillator and (ii) a new exactly solvable nonlinear oscillator which was introduced recently by Cariñena et al 26 and construct coherent state of their associated PDMSE. We take two examples in which the result should be known for the first example and unknown for the second. This is because of the reason that through the first example we want to confirm the validity of our algorithm and once the results are verified we then apply the procedure to an example whose coherent states are unknown. Since the second example is new to the literature we specifically consider it and construct the coherent states associated with the PDMSE.
A. Harmonic Oscillator
The Schrödinger equation for the harmonic oscillator is of the form
The energy values and the corresponding eigenfunctions for this problem are 32,33
respectively and N n is the normalisation constant. Following the procedure given in Sec.2, one can write down the exactly solvable PDMSE that share the same energy values with the linear harmonic oscillator is of the form
where y = f (x) = m 1 2 dx. The eigenfunctions and energy values of (50) can be derived from the relations (6) and (7) and read
whereÑ n is the normalization constant which may or may not be equal to the constant mass case and is being fixed by the mass distribution m(x). For the mass distributions we consider in this paper, the normalization constantÑ n = N n . Now we construct the coherent state of the PDMSE (50). To do this let us first deduce the ground state eigenfunction from the relation (51), that is
. SinceẼ 0 = 0 one has to subtract this ground state energy from (50) in order to find the ladder operators which in turn fixes the resultant PDMSE in the factorized form (33) . Substituting the ground state solution Eq.(52) in Eq. (25) we can obtain K from which one can construct the deformed potential φ by using Eq. (27) , that is
The annihilation and creation operators turned out to bê
The coherent states are obtained as
The coherent states are given for an arbitrary mass distribution. In the following, we consider two different kinds of mass distributions and derive an explicit form of the coherent state.
Case 1
In the nanofabrication of semiconductor devices, one observes quantum wells with very thin layers 34 . The effective mass of an electron (hole) in the thin layered quantum wells varies with the composition rate. In such systems, the mass of the electron may change with the composition rate which depends on the position. As a consequence attempts have been made to analyze such PDMS and their underlying properties for a number of potentials and masses. One such mass profile which is found to be useful for studying transport properties in semiconductors is given by 15, 20, 34 m(
If we take the parameter γ = 1, the position dependent mass is reduced to constant mass.
We have now
The corresponding PDMSE takes the form
where f is given in (57). The coherent states are given by
where
In the constant mass case (γ = 1) the result given above exactly coincides with Molski (vide Eq. (17) in Ref. 1).
Case 2
Another important mass profile which has been studied in graded alloys is of the form
so that for γ = 0 one can recover the constant mass case. A graded alloy quantum well, typically based on Al x Ga 1−x As, will provide equispaced levels if the grading function, that is the variation of the mole fraction x along some direction is chosen to be parabolic 35 . Such a design of quantum well structures with some number of equispaced levels, enable resonant interaction at all levels with monochromatic light and fully resonant interaction. We intend to construct the wavefunction and energy values for the PDMS with this mass profile.
If we take the parameter γ = 0, the position dependent mass is reduced to constant mass.
In the present case we have
where f is given in (61). The coherent states are given by
Here also one can check in the constant mass case (γ = 0) the expression given in (63) coincides with the one given in Ref. 
The wavefunction and energy values of the Schrödinger equation corresponding to this po-
is normalization constant and P n (y) is the P-Hermite function 26 . The PDMSE corresponding to the potential is given by
The wavefunctions and energy values for the PDMSE (66) are given by
For the present purpose, we calculate the ground state solution from (67), namelỹ
. In this case also we haveẼ 0 = 0 and so this ground state energy has to be subtracted from (66) in order to find the ladder operators which in turn fixes the resultant PDMSE in the factorized form (33) . The functions K and φ(x) can be fixed of the form
The abstract operators corresponding to this system arê
Now let us consider the same two mass distributions discussed in the previous example and construct coherent states of the PDMSE (66).
Case 1 Let us consider the mass profile given in (56). The coherent states are found to be of the form
Case 2 Let us consider the mass profile given in (60). Repeating the procedure one can find the coherent states are given by
One can check Eq.(74) with γ = 1 and Eq.(75) with γ = 0 provide the coherent states for the potential (64) (constant mass) which is also unknown in the literature.
VI. PERELOMOV'S APPROACH
In this section, we construct coherent states by considering Perelomov's definition and show that the latter results agree with the ones found in this paper.
In Perelomov's approach, one assumes that there exists a unitary operator D which acts as a displacement operator on the ladder operatorsÂ andÂ † and D be a function of a complex parameter α which displaces the ladder operators according to the scheme
Using Eqs. (76) and (9) 
In Sec. V, we discussed the coherent states for the harmonic oscillator and the nonlinear oscillator (vide Eqs. (55) and (73) 
which acting on the ground state yields coherent states as combinations of wavefunctions, ψ n (x) (vide Eq. (51)), as
We arrived an expression which is same as that of constant mass Schrödinger equation 5 .
To discuss the general case, we recall here that the ladder operatorsÂ andÂ † (vide Eqs. 
To construct a displacement operator for a general potential (which evolve with itsÂ and 
A compatiable solution which satisfies both the equations in (81) can be found as h(α) = −i √ 2αf (x) which in turn fixes coherent states of the form
where α is purely imaginary one. Eq. (82) also coincides with Eq. (9).
To confirm the validity of (82) one can again consider the position dependent mass harmonic oscillator with f (x) = 1 √ 2 (Â +Â † ) (vide Eqs. (42) and (53)). In this case Eq. (82) gives an expression displayed in (79).
VII. CONCLUSSION
In this paper, by extending the ideas given in Ref. The coherent states obtained through both the procedures agree with each other.
